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Given the mounting socio-economic challenges that continue to plague 
the country amid the pandemic—unemployment, hunger, poverty, 
inequality, inflation, and rising debt—our next leaders must address these 
difficulties to achieve a more inclusive recovery. 

But a key to sustaining economic recovery is electing a good 
and trustworthy leader who is willing and capable of solving 
these predicaments, and whose administration will be 
anchored on the rule of law.



Agenda for Our Next Leaders

Our country’s next leaders should actively encourage collaboration 
between government and the private sector, which has proven itself as a 
trusted and capable partner for development. Investments by the private 
sector are integral to national development as these endeavors create 
jobs, provide income security, and alleviate poverty. 

Towards this end, it is crucial that transparency is institutionalized across all 
levels of government. After all, transparency breeds good governance, 
which in turn creates the public trust needed by a national leadership to 
bring the country forward to sustainable recovery.

There is no better time to effect this fundamental change than now 
because we are in the midst of a watershed year in our political and 
economic history.



Thank you!


